Scaleway
Scaleway is scaling
Scale with us.
We are one of the fastest growing infrastructure company in the world. Join us and build internet's future.

About Scaleway
We are building next generation cloud services

Let's make infrastructure easy again!
We deliver production-grade infrastructure services used by thousands of customers all over the world, we have been doing this for twenty years. Behind the
scenes, Scaleway is powered by talented people, our heroes, working hard to create new infrastructure experiences.
As a Scaleway resident, you'll work with some of the smartest people around and everything you will do will have a direct impact on our products. Sounds
pretty awesome, right?

See where you fit in
Join a major infrastructure company and upgrade the Internet.

La maison
The new workplace experience.
Become a resident
(/la-maison)

Yummy
Loïc, our awesome chef prepare freshly maison-made breakfasts, lunchs, diners, beverages, coffees (10 varieties), fresh organic smoothies and fruits everyday
to provide the fuel you need to innovate.

Events, Hackathons, & Tech talks
Want to organize, talk or attend an event? We give you two days per month to attend or organize team-buildings, conferences, trainings, meetups or
hackathons.

Company outings
Work hard, play hard. We have an in-house bar with a large choice of wines and beers, dozens arcade machines, including the insane
Star Wars Battle Pod
(https://youtu.be/bob41eq9ifm)

. Plus, we organize memorable & engaging team events at least twice a month.

MacBook Pro laptop
Get the thinnest, lightest and most powerful MacBook Pro 15" on your first day to get your job done. Fun fact: We didn't find any laptop able to compute as
fast as our team.

Flexrything
We choose to work in a flex office environment to grow new, collaborative ideas and practices. We work in small product oriented teams to focus & execute
faster. We don't track working hours, what matters is what you get done.

No diplomas required
At Scaleway, we don't care about your degrees, we only care about what you know. Your skillset will be evaluated in regard to your technical experiences and
skills.

Benefits & Perks
Start a new life at Scaleway

Our values
A common set of simple values is driving our business

Disruptive
We believe infrastructure should be ultra easy, performant and efficient. We are committed to solving real life customer challenges through cutting-edge
technologies and disruptive products.

Community-centric
Community is part of the team and drives us daily. Our mission is to create amazing services for Community, and enable those people to deliver even more
amazing products to grow their business.

Be your own customer
Scaleway runs on top of our infrastructure. Our entire business relies on the same products our customers pay us for. To that end, we build products delivering
the experience we want for ourselves.

Transparency
Whether it is good or bad news, we will share it. Helping our community to understand what's going on is key to building trust with our customers.

Always positive
Scaleway is made of energic, talented and enthusiastic people, excited to work on amazing cloud products. Start dreaming about Scaleway, put your
Scaleway socks on
(https://twitter.com/scaleway/status/917334958334795776)

(we will provide them when you come to apply.), and join us.

Be the pilot
Scaleway residents create the whole thing, not a sub-sub-feature. Teammates collaborate to design, build, deploy, run, scale and monitor what they believe will
skyrocket as a product.

Open Positions
Come and reboot the Internet with us. We have hundreds of open positions in France and, soon, all over the world.

La maison
The new workplace experience
Become a resident

(/la-maison)

The worlds biggest hacker house.
We created La Maison to boost creativity and offer our teams a peaceful atmosphere. La Maison is the place to transform ideas & concepts into successful
products. With the most talented people, La Maison provides a unique environment bringing innovators & doers together.

Flexibility at scale
We want our residents to feel at home, they work the way they want, the place they want, the time they want and we take care of everything else. This
flexibility enables skills sharing, communication, creativity and much more.

Magnificent hôtels particuliers
Innovation is not a mindset, it's a lifestyle. We brought together historic hôtels particuliers and cutting-edge office design to create La Maison concept. La
Maison' residents live, eat, connect and work with each other smoothly in the most inspiring places in the world.
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5 Data centers

350,000+ Customers

142 Employees

100,000+ Servers
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